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1. CONFIDENTIALITY & COPYRIGHT - I acknowledge that submission of my Material (Author's work) to 

Dark Anthem Press (DAP) constitutes a claim of and the recognition of my ownership of that work. Any 

Material I submit to DAP is my own, and not copied in whole or in part without proper citation of the 

original source. I own the copyright to my work, with no other attachments. DAP will keep my Material 

confidential. INITIALS: ______ 

2. PUBLICATION - I understand that this agreement is NOT a guarantee of my publication or 

compensation, but it is required for consideration for publication. DAP reserves the right to refuse 

publication. Material submitted without a signed consent form will automatically be rejected for 

publication. I will be notified within 30 days of my submission whether they are interested in discussing 

publication. INITIALS: _____  

3. RIGHTS - I agree not to bring suit against One Moorer LLC, Dark Anthem Press, nor its agents or 

representatives, for any reason, unless they use a substantial portion of my copyrighted work in a 

manner that violates the above agreement. Submitted Material may be similar to other Material 

independently created at any time by One Moorer/DAP personnel or any third party, as part of other 

projects. DAP will do its best to recognize this coincidence and make involved parties aware to avoid any 

conflict of interest. DAP and Author reserve the right to terminate this agreement for any reason, with 

written notice to the other party prior to any potential publication of this specific work. 
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